
Transforming
Healthcare with
Digital Excellence

Meet the requirements and demands of ever-
growing IT ecosystems and related applications 
Public Cloud Integration 
Patient records retention and exchange 
Tailored strategies to lead trends: from CapEx to
OpEx models
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) 
Prevention and recovery from service outages

The COVID-19 pandemic has triggered a monumental
shift in the healthcare sector. Nowadays, healthcare
facilities necessitate adaptation to new trends and
different strategies to mitigate de significant cost
burdens of this adaptation. 

At TSNA we understand the evolving landscape of
healthcare and the needs of every hospital in 2023:

Empowering Healthcare Providers with Cutting-Edge Digital
Transformations

Due to key advances in healthcare technology, we have the power to shape the future of healthcare in 2023 and
beyond. With our expertise in digital transformations and our deep knowledge of EPIC, we are revolutionizing the
industry, providing tailored solutions to navigate these changes, optimize operations, and enhance patient care with
our Clinical Assessment.

T-Systems Clinical Assessment
Our clinical assessment services go beyond traditional approaches. We believe in incorporating technology as an
integral part of your clinical workflows, rather than just an add-on. By seamlessly integrating innovative solutions
into your existing IT infrastructure, we help you optimize patient care, enhance operational efficiency, and improve
patient outcomes. 



At T-Systems, we offer assessment and advisory services tailored to cloud and sales optimization.

Clinical Assessment
For customers that are seeking

improvements within on-prem, or
introducing private cloud and public

cloud, having an unbiased view of
your application and infrastructure

landscapes is critical to expand,
enhance, and improve IT services

and unnecessary costs.

Healthcare Portfolio
Our health solutions portfolio is strategically designed to cater to the global health market, featuring seamlessly
integrated technologies and services rather than just added on. By addressing supportability gaps in the current TSI
infrastructure, we offer platforms that go beyond the EHR suite, supporting various clinical ancillary applications.
Leveraging flexible compute capabilities and scalable, elastic storage options, we empower you to excel in the
dynamic healthcare industry, adapting effortlessly to its ever-changing landscape. With our comprehensive
approach, you can thrive and succeed in the face of evolving challenges.

IT Optimization with Assessment and Advisory Services



Unlocking Opportunities with the T-Systems Clinical Assessment
The T-Systems Clinical Assessment is the pivotal hybrid evaluation, that employs a modular, standardized, and highly
automated approach to pinpoint the customer's business motivations and objectives. Additionally, it comprehensively
analyzes the entire IT landscape, encompassing applications through infrastructure. Through this process, it identifies the
optimal target hybrid cloud landscape, devises a migration roadmap, and provides costings and a business case, all while
offering recommendations and optimizations for application and technology modernization. Across three dimensions, this
assessment delivers invaluable, actionable recommendations and insights.

Our T-Systems dual-core data centers, together with our most valued partners, offer wonderful benefits: 
•The ability to deliver high-availability and disaster recovery solutions with synchronous data replication which
allows organizations to maintain zero data loss during major incidents.
•A secure digital hub for our customer’s multi-cloud strategies where we can connect all their public cloud, private
cloud, hybrid cloud and legacy IT Infrastructure together to work within one large seamless IT landscape.
 -And more... do not hesitate to ask for them to your consultant.

Extra Value

T-Systems Multi-Cloud Infrastructure for Healthcare:
Secure and Flexible

The T-Systems Multi-Cloud Infrastructure for health is a flexible and scalable solution that
supports tomorrows mission-critical applications, including GPU based systems for workloads
including AI, ML, and virtual desktop infrastructure.
With compute and storage solutions designed specifically for virtualized, containerized, or
physical EHR applications and crucial healthcare workloads.

As the significance of data privacy and security in healthcare continues to grow, our private cloud solutions offer a secure
and reliable platform to protect critical applications and sensitive patient information. Whether you need to leverage our
EPIC platform expertise or smoothly transition to a hybrid cloud environment, our solutions ensure enhanced accessibility,
flexibility, and scalability. Experience the benefits of a robust infrastructure, simplified IT management, and improved
collaboration. We take pride in our cloud agnostic approach, allowing us to work with various leading cloud platforms and
tailor solutions to meet your unique needs while maintaining the flexibility to align with your organization's preferences. Rest
assured, with us, you can fully harness the potential of cloud technology without being tied to a specific provider.



Contact

We provide a toolset and framework covering the entire cloud adoption journey. 
Hyperscaler independent, supporting all major platforms.
Highly automated standardized approach across all hyperscalers, which is platform specific.
Combining  hyperscalers’ Cloud  Adoption  Framework withT-Systems best practices.
Supporting DevOps driven operations as well as migrations towards productized Managed Cloud Services.
Contractually conducted under German / European law. 

Our unique promise

Join us on an exciting journey towards a safer, more adaptable, and collaborative healthcare future. Allow our
cutting-edge digital solutions to expertly guide you in unlocking the true potential of your healthcare organization.
Reach out to us today and take the first step towards transformation.

The healthcare sector is increasingly vulnerable to cyber threats; at T-Systems, we prioritize the
protection of your digital assets and patient data. Our cybersecurity solutions are designed to
safeguard your network, systems, and sensitive information from potential breaches, ransomware
attacks, and other cyber risks. Leave the security of your network in the hands of our dedicated
experts and focus on delivering exceptional care to your patients.

T-Systems, as a leading managed security service provider, specializes in offering comprehensive consulting and top-notch
security solutions from Deutsche Telekom Security, covering a broad range of digitization needs. With our expertise, we
ensure your organization's digital landscape is well-protected and prepared for the challenges of the modern world.

Security: Protecting Your Digital Assets
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